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CONCRETE PRODUCTS & CAST STONE

Western Interlock has operated in the
North west USA since 1990 and produces
all kinds of pavers and interlocking systems.
Concrete quality has always been Western
Interlock’s strength in the market and during
the evaluations for the new facility, a deep
attention to the equipment to produce and
blend concrete and the best layout, were
the guiding aspects which brought MCT
Group, Inc. to be awarded the design and
the commissioning of the complete new
batching facility.

MCT’s technical departments worked in
partnership with Western Interlock to devel-
opment the project and design a plant that
integrates into the new building and the
design of the production machine. The new
plant was laid out on one end of the new
building, in the narrow area between the
building and the highway that runs adja-
cent to the yard. The best design called for
the use of a tower type aggregate storage
system to facilitate the storage capacities
required.  

Tower aggregate storage is a product that
MCT has considerable experience with;
thanks to almost 50 years of experience
with such designs worldwide. More than
200 tower plants have been designed and

installed to date by MCT in every continent
and including seismically active areas, such
as L’Aquila in Italy (where one of the tower
plants is located exactly in the epicenter of
the big earthquake of 2009, and where no
negative consequences were reported after
experiencing several hard tremors).

MCT’s modular system design aids in effi-
cient shipping of the plant, and assures the
fast and efficient installation on site. This
feature also enables pre-wiring and testing
in the factory prior to shipping.  

The aggregate loading system uses a drive-
over primary hopper with a system of con-
veyors to automatically fill the 6 compart-
ments of the 900 ton capacity tower. The
MCT special distribution system using a
rotating conveyor on the dispensing plat-
form on the top of the tower optimized the
overall height of the plant which was, in this
case, another site limitation as the factory is
in close proximity to a regional airport
which limited the maximum height to 80’.
Under the tower is another MCT specialty,
a mobile weigh batcher for the aggregate
dosing which runs on rails, feeding the
weighed materials into two skip hoists for
each of the two mixers (base and face mix).
These are offset from the aggregates tower

storage to optimize the footprint/height of
the batching plant in the available area.
The mixing section is composed by two
planetary mixers of 2.0 yd3 output for the
base mix and 1.0 yd3 output for the face
mix. This section includes dedicated cement
scales and water dosing systems composed
of dedicated scales and water meters for
each mixer. The color dosing system has
been fully customized for the installation
inside the area allotted for the mixing sec-
tion in the building: a system for 6 pigments
was installed on the top of the mixers with
6 stainless steel storage bins, each with a
2.0 yd3 capacity.  

A loading section is equipped with a dedi-
cated hoist and walkway. The storage bins
discharge by extracting screws into 2 dedi-
cated stainless steel scales both feeding the
2 mixers through a reversible conveyor belt.
All of the dosing line is equipped with skirt-
ing systems in order to avoid any dust emis-
sion. The dust collection line is completed
by dedicated air-bags installed on each
mixer and connected with the cement
scales. This allows the machines to ‘breath’
without emissions in the building and
speeds up the filling/discharge cycles of
the vessels and tanks by properly handling
the air.

State of art batching facility for pavers 
production installed in Northwest USA

MCT Italy Srl, 06084 Bettona, Italy

In the process of the design of a new production factory at their site in Rickreall, Oregon USA, Western Interlock envisaged the installation
of a block & pavers production line with a curing system and a new batching facility with a smart concrete color blending system integrat-
ed into the building.

Batching plant during installation Complete batching plant with cladding
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WASA Compound GmbH & Co. KG 

Meininger Str. 9  I  98617 Neubrunn wasa-wetcast.com

With  we enable you to 
 manu facture high-quality paving slabs with an 
individual shape and surface structure – automated 
and in series. Our in-house model construction 
department develops a prototype for this, entirely 
in accordance with your wishes; our casting 
shop manufactures robust polyurethane casting 
resin moulds. 

Contact us and learn more 
about .

Polyurethane 
meets concrete.
For greater fl exibility and creativity: 

 moulds and innovations.
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No.2 cement silos were included in the same cladding package of
the aggregates tower, completing the batching section. The silos are
designed in modular panels, like the aggregates tower, for a smart
delivery by sea containers and quick installation on site, optimizing
their dimensions upon the customized layout. The silo roofs are
accessible from the aggregates dispensing platform, also simplify-
ing the maintenance of the equipment installed on these areas, such
as the continuous level probes (both for aggregates and cements)
which properly support the operators in handling the inventories of
the materials.
The masterpiece of the installation is the concrete blending and
delivery system leading to the production machine. This task is per-
formed with MCT’s Betonmix technology; composed of dedicated
flying buckets (one set for each mixer) each one includes 4 hoppers
on load cells for the measured delivery of 4 colored concretes simul-
taneously or individually in a carefully controlled doses using the
weighing system on each hopper. Dedicated extracting belts with
VFD controls perform the extraction from the Betonmix hoppers.
This together with the weighing system of the hoppers, affords total
flexibility in the concrete blending process. The systems discharge
onto 2 concrete conveyor belts to each of the hoppers of the pro-
duction machine.  
The Betonmix platform also provides an alternate discharge point to
allow mixes to be discharged into delivery buckets for other pur-
poses outside of the plant or just to remove mixer washout.  This is
accomplished with the use of dedicated chutes located on the back-
side of each Betonmix system.

This complete assembly is located under the mixer platform and is
integrated in the supporting structure using catwalks for the easy
access and maintenance.

Aggregates mobile scale

Production building overview
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The automation of the whole plant, including aggregate loading
and color-blending systems are integrated in the MCT Compumat
platform, which operates the electronic control by its PC-PLC based
structure. The flexibility in the customization of their project is in fact
guaranteed by the design of the automation software itself, a unique
feature of MCT technical departments between batching plant and
distribution systems manufacturers.

“We, at Western Interlock, are very satisfied with MCT Group. Both
the equipment and the service we received are very excellent. The
high quality and consistency of the concrete we produce with this
system is of utmost importance and very easy to achieve. Any prob-
lems we did have were immediately and expertly addressed. We
would definitely recommend using MCT Group for future projects”
says Landon Pegg, Production Manager at Western Interlock.

“This project has been developed in true partnership with Western
Interlock from the very beginning through the design, the installation
and the commissioning, helping us to achieve the best layout and
performances. This cooperation and the feedback from the produc-
tion site is very important for us at MCT, since we base our strength
upon the experience and the relationship with our partners. This is
the only way to be totally flexible in customized project, and to be
successful in the end”, comments Eng. Alessandro DiCesare, Project
Manager at MCT. �

FURTHER INFORMATION 

MCT Group, Inc.
10285 Mott Dr, Reno, NV 89521, USA
T +1 775 313 0708, F +1 775 242 3677
mail@mct-usa.com, www.mct-usa.com

MCT Italy Srl
Via Perugia 101, 06080 Bettona, Perugia, Italy
T +39 075 988 551, F +39 075 988 5533
mail@marcantonini.com, www.marcantonini.it

Western Interlock, Inc.
10095 Rickreall Rd, Rickreall, OR 97371, USA
www.westerninterlock.com

Detail of mixers platform

Betonmix: color blending system

Example of finished products: pavers with color blending
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